Let F be a nite family of nonempty sets. The undirected graph G is called the intersection graph of F if there is a bijection between the members of F and the vertices of G such that any two sets F i and F j (for i 6 = j) have a non-empty intersection if and only if the corresponding vertices are adjacent. We study intersection graphs where F is a family of undirected paths in an unrooted, undirected tree; these graphs are called (undirected) 
Introduction
A simple undirected graph is chordal if every cycle contains an edge between two vertices that are not consecutive around the cycle. Chordal graphs arise in the study of sparse matrix computations Ro70, Ro72] and acyclic database schemes Be83, Fa83] among other places. Some NP-complete problems can be solved in polynomial time if the input graph is chordal Ga72, Jo85, Ya87] .
We present a new recognition algorithm for undirected path graphs, which comprise a proper subclass of chordal graphs. We denote the set of vertices of a graph G by V or V (G) and its cardinality by n or n G . We denote the set of edges by E or E(G) and its cardinality by m or m G .
A clique is a maximal completely connected subgraph. We denote the set of cliques of G by C(G) or C and its cardinality by p or p G . If C is a clique, the symbol C is shorthand for V (C).
The class of undirected path graphs, which we de ne below, is motivated by an intersection graph characterization of chordal graphs due to Buneman and Gavril: Theorem 1.1 Bu74,Ga74]:
A graph G is chordal if and only if there is an unrooted and undirected tree T and a family of subtrees S indexed by the vertices of G, such that subtrees S v and S w share a node of T if and only if the vertices v and w are adjacent. One can construct T so that there is a bijection between the nodes of T and C(G), where the subtree S v is comprised of all nodes that correspond to cliques containing v.
We say that T is a clique tree for G. We refer to points of G as vertices and to points of a clique tree as nodes. The intersection graph characterization in Theorem 1.1 was motivated by a subclass of chordal graphs called interval graphs. A graph G is an interval graph if there exists a set I of intervals on the real line and a bijection from V (G) to I such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding two intervals overlap. Gilmore and Ho man give another characterization of interval graphs:
Theorem 1.2 Gi64]:
A graph is an interval graph if the set of cliques can be linearly ordered so that for any vertex v, the set of cliques containing v occur consecutively in the linear ordering.
Thus a chordal graph is an interval graph if the clique tree described in Theorem 1.1 can be chosen as a path (all the subtrees will be subpaths). In view of the previous two theorems, some researchers have sought to identify classes of graphs with intersection graph characterizations that lie between chordal and interval graphs. Others have studied classes where the intersecting paths or subtrees share an edge and not just a node. In Mo86], Monma and Wei survey the previous work on such classes and characterize each of them in terms of separating cliques.
Two classes between chordal graphs and interval graphs are rooted directed path graphs, which Monma and Wei call RDV graphs, and undirected path graphs, which Monma and Wei call UV graphs. A chordal graph is an RDV graph if the tree model in Theorem 1.1 can be chosen so that: one node is chosen as the root, all tree edges are directed away from the root, and all subtrees are directed paths. As in the case of chordal graphs one can always construct the tree so that there is a bijection between the nodes of the tree and the cliques of the graph Ga75, Mo86] .
A chordal graph is an undirected path graph or UV (for Undirected tree where paths intersect in a Vertex) graph if the tree in Theorem 1.1 can be chosen so that all the subtrees are paths. Again, it is always possible to construct the tree so that nodes in the tree are in one-one correspondence with cliques of the graph Ga78, Mo86] . Interval graphs are RDV graphs, RDV graphs are UV graphs, and UV graphs are chordal graphs; all the containments are proper Mo86] .
To study algorithms on chordal graphs, two bounds are important: Remark 1. The recognition algorithm yields an interval model. Each clique can be made to correspond to a point on the real line; the ordering prescribed in Theorem 1.2 can be found by sorting the cliques from left to right in O(m + n) time from the output of the recognition algorithm. Chordal graphs can be recognized in time O(m + n) using either an algorithm due to Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker Ro76] or an algorithm due to Tarjan and Yannakakis Ta84] . Either recognition algorithm can be extended to an algorithm that also produces a clique tree in O(m+n) 4 ), but the more precise bound follows from the analysis therein) Ga78] . In this paper we describe a more e cient and very di erent algorithm that runs in O(p(m + n)) steps.
De nitions and Facts about Clique Trees
We initially test that the input graph G is chordal and connected in O(m + n) time. If G is disconnected, each component is processed separately. If all components are UV graphs, one constructs a clique tree by joining the forest of trees (one per component) arbitrarily.
The foundation of the work of Monma and Wei Mo86] is the existence of cliques whose removal separates G. A clique C separates G if the removal of V (C) and all incident edges leaves a nonempty and disconnected graph. If some upper-case letter, possibly with subscripts, for example C j , denotes a clique, then the corresponding lower-case letter, c j in this case, denotes the node representing C j . Figure 1 shows a UV graph, G, we use to illustrate some de nitions and parts of the algorithm. The graph G has 9 cliques; one is the clique C that we use to separate the graph, and the others are K 1 ; : : :; K 8 : Figure 3 shows a clique tree for G.
Any chordal graph with more than two cliques has a separating clique Mo86]. We follow the notational convention of Mo86] that the removal of a separating clique C leaves s components induced by the vertex sets V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V s . Let G i be the graph induced by C V i for 1 i s.
In Figure 1 , the removal of C = fa; b; d; zg leaves 6 components. Our numbering choice is V 1 = fe; fg; V 2 = fg; hg; V 3 = fi; jg; V 4 = fk; lg; V 5 = frg; V 6 = fs; t; ug: We state some simple remarks about clique trees of chordal graphs. They are all used explicitly or implicitly in Mo86].
Remark 2.1: Every clique of G i is a clique of G. Every clique of G, except C, is contained in exactly one G i and is a clique of that G i . C is a clique of every G i .
Remark 2.2: Let T be a clique tree for G. The set of nodes that represent cliques of G i other than c induce a subtree in T.
Remark 2.3: The removal of clique C from a subgraph G i does not separate G i . In any clique tree for G i or for a subgraph of G i that contains V (C), the node c is a leaf.
Remarks 2.2 and 2.3 suggest a recursive clique tree construction algorithm for chordal graphs.
If G has one or two cliques, then its tree has one or two nodes. Otherwise, nd a separating clique C, and recursively build a clique tree T i for each separated subgraph G i . In each T i , the node c is a leaf, so join together the T i trees by coalescing all copies of c into one node. If each T i satis es the subtree property of Theorem 1.1, then the merged tree satis es it also because any vertex that occurs in more than one G i occurs in C.
If the input graph is an undirected path graph, the above algorithm may build a clique tree in which the subtree of cliques containing vertex v is not a path. Our goal is to modify the algorithm to obtain trees that satisfy the path property. Instead of coalescing all copies of c, we look for other ways to connect the T i trees to one another. By Remark 2.2, all nodes of T i , except c, should stay together as a subtree, but we may be able to delete the copy of c in T i and add an edge between one node of T i and one node of another tree T j .
From now on, we require anything we call a clique tree to satisfy the path property in the de nition of undirected path graphs. A clique tree may be partially built and contain nodes for only some cliques of G. Figure 2 shows clique trees for each G i graph corresponding to the graph G in Figure 1 . Figure 3 , shows a clique tree satisfying the path property for the entire graph G.
We will explain how our algorithm would construct the tree of Figure 3 later.
We repeat a series of de nitions from Mo86] that help us develop the new recognition algorithm. A clique is relevant if it has a vertex in common with C, but is not itself C. All the cliques in the graph G of Figure 1 are relevant, except C and K 8 : Two relevant cliques C 1 and C 2 are unattached, denoted C 1 j C 2 , if there is no vertex that belongs to C; C 1 ; and C 2 ; otherwise, C 1 and C 2 are attached and we write C 1 ./ C 2 . In G, for example, K 2 ./ K 3 , while K 2 j K 6 . Relevant clique C 1 dominates relevant clique C 2 , written C 1 C 2 , if every vertex in V (C) \ V (C 2 ) is in C 1 ; relevant clique C 1 properly dominates relevant clique C 2 , written C 1 > C 2 , if C 1 dominates C 2 and there is a vertex that is in both C and C 1 , but is not in C 2 . In G, for example, K 1 K 3 and K 5 > K 3 . Both and > are transitive.
Two relevant cliques C 1 and C 2 are antipodal, denoted C 1 $ C 2 , if C 1 ./ C 2 but neither dominates the other. In G, for example, K 5 $ K 2 . Monma and Wei proved that if C 1 $ C 2 , then in any clique tree, the path between c 1 and c 2 passes through c. Figure 2 shows the sets W(G i ) for the graphs G i corresponding to the graph G in Figure  1 ; we de ned the sets V i above.
Lemma 2.4:
Let the clique C separate G as above. Assume that each separated graph G i has a clique tree T i . Let N i be the set of nodes of T i n fcg. Let 
Given a clique tree T i for G i and C 1 ; C 2 2 C(G i ), let (T i ; c 1 ; c 2 ) be the path from c 1 to c 2 . We may drop the argument T i . We write that C 3 2 C(G i ) is in (c 1 ; c 2 ) to mean c 3 2 (c 1 ; c 2 ).
Representing a Clique Tree
Let G be a UV graph with more than two cliques. Choose a separating clique C and de ne the separated subgraphs G i as in Section 2. Let T be any clique tree for G. By Remark 2.2, we can de ne a rooted tree structure on c and the separated graphs. Let c be the root. If a node c j 6 = c representing a clique in G j is adjacent to c, then c is the tree parent of G j and G j is a tree child of c. If a node c k 6 = c that represents a clique in G k is adjacent to a node c l 6 = c that represents a clique in G l and of the two nodes, c k is closer to c, then G k is the tree parent of G l and G l is a tree child of G k . For example, in the tree in Figure 3 , G 4 is the parent of G 5 because k 5 representing a clique in G 4 is adjacent to k 6 representing a clique in G 5 , and k 5 is closer to c.
We now relax the assumptions on G slightly. We still suppose that G has a separating clique C and the G i subgraphs are known to be UV graphs, but G itself is not necessarily a UV graph. A binary relation P on the set i fG i g fcg is a valid parent relation if it satis es four conditions:
1. The directed graph having an arc X ! Y if P(X; Y ) is a rooted, directed tree with root c. 2. Whenever P(G j ; G k ), G j G k . 3. For any vertex v 2 V (G), there exist at most two distinct separated subgraphs, call one of them G j , such that P(c; G j ) and v 2 W(G j ) (and similarly for the other subgraph). 4. If for any i; j; k, we have P(G i ; G j ) and P(G i ; G k ), then G j j G k .
Given a valid parent relation P, the ancestor relation is the re exive-transitive closure of P.
The descendant relation contains exactly the same pairs as the ancestor relation, but the order is reversed.
Theorem 3.1 shows that the valid parent relations de ned formally by the four conditions are the same as the tree parent relations we informally associated with speci c clique trees. We prove the theorem after two preliminary lemmas. The proof of su ciency shows how to combine any clique trees for the G i graphs to form a clique tree for G. Figure 3 , shows a valid parent relation for the graph of Figure 1 ; it is also the tree parent relation for the tree in Figure 3 . We can now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof: (only if) Let T be a clique tree, let P(T) be its tree parent relation. We prove that P(T) is valid. Every separated subgraph has a unique parent in P(T) and has c as tree ancestor. Furthermore c has no parent in P(T), so validity condition 1 is satis ed. By Lemma 3.3, condition 2 is satis ed. If condition 3 fails on vertex v, then cliques containing v will not induce a path. If condition 4 fails, say because v 2 W(G j ) \ W(G k ), then we know that v 2 V (C) by de nition.
Then the path condition fails because it is impossible for a clique in G j , a clique in G k , a clique in the lowest common ancestor of G j and G k , and c to be simultaneously on a path.
(if) Let P be a valid parent relation. We show how to build a clique tree T for G that has tree parent relation P by using an arbitrary set of clique trees for the graphs G i . By Remark 2.3, c is a leaf in each clique tree T i for G i . Start by setting T := c. Then, for any G j that is a child of c, add T j n c to T by inserting an edge in T between the node that is the neighbor of c in T j and c. Now for any tree T j n c that has already been connected, we can connect the trees for the children of G j . Let G k be a child of such a G j . Let c k be the neighbor of c in T k ; by Lemma 2.4, we know that W(G k ) V (C k ). By condition 2, we know that T j n c has a node whose clique contains every vertex in W(G j ). Let c 0 j be such a node that is furthest away from c in T; this node is unique because of the path property. Connect T k n c by adding an edge between c 0 j and c k .
By Remark 2.1, V (T) is in one-one correspondence with C(G). The graph T is connected since one can show by induction that there is a path from every node to c. We started with one component for each T i and one for c, and added one fewer edges than components, so T is a tree. Any vertex w = 2 V (C) is in only one G i , so the path property for w is satis ed in T because it is satis ed in T i . Now suppose v 2 C. Let A 2 C(G i ) be another clique containing v. When we connected T i n c to T we checked that there was a path from a to a node not in G i that is closer to c and whose clique contains v. Thus the set of nodes representing cliques that contain v induces a subtree. To prove it is a path, we observe that each node has degree at most 2 within the subtree.
The node c has degree at most 2, by condition 3. Any node that is chosen as c 0 j , when v 2 C k has degree at most 2 by condition 4. Any other node has degree at most 2 because the trees we started with satisfy the path property.
In view of the important role played by c 0 j above, we make the following de nition. If v 2 W(G i ) and T i is a clique tree for G i , let f(T i ; v) be the node of T i representing a clique containing v that is furthest from c. In Section 4, we show how to nd a valid parent relation, if one exists. That algorithm considers the graphs G i in a special order Q produced by the routine SORT?G i below. Q has the property that if G is a UV graph, there must be a clique tree T 0 such that c followed by Q is a topological order of the tree parent relation of T 0 if we choose c as the separating clique. We derive an algorithm to compute such an ordering from the following lemma.
For any separated subgraph G i , let X(G i ) be the set of vertices, v 2 C, such that v belongs to a relevant clique C i of G i with the additional property that C i \ C 6 = W(G i ). (3.) We construct a new valid parent relation P 0 in which G 2 is a child of G 1 . Let G j (which may be c) be the parent of G 2 . In P 0 , the new parent of G 2 is G 1 . Every child of G 2 in P becomes a child of G j in P 0 . Every child of G 1 becomes a child of G 2 instead.
Let T and T 0 be the directed graphs induced by P and P 0 respectively. In P 0 each separated graph still has exactly one parent, so T and T 0 have exactly the same number of edges. Since T is a tree, for each node G i other than c there is a unique path from c to G i . A similar path still exists in T 0 : if the old path goes through G 2 , then shorten it by omitting G 2 , while if the old path goes through G 1 lengthen it by inserting G 2 just after G 1 (some paths may have G 2 omitted and then reinserted). Thus T 0 is connected and must be a tree.
Every change of parent, child, or sibling from P to P 0 involves G 1 or G 2 . Since both X sets are empty, any graph G 3 = 2 fG 1 ; G 2 g is dominated by G 1 (G 2 ) if and only if for every relevant C 3 2 C(G 3 ), C 3 \ C W(G 1 )(W(G 2 )). Any graph G 3 = 2 fG 1 ; G 2 g dominates G 1 (G 2 ) if and only if G 3 ./ G 1 (G 2 ) and for every relevant C 3 2 C(G 3 ), C 3 \ C W(G 1 )(W(G 2 )) or C 3 \ W(G 1 )(W(G 2 )) = ;. Since W(G 1 ) = W(G 2 ), validity condition 2 for P 0 is equivalent to validity condition 2 for P. Similarly, any graph G 3 = 2 fG 1 ; G 2 g is attached to G 1 (G 2 ) if and only if W(G 1 ) \ W(G 3 ) (W(G 2 ) \ W(G 3 )) is nonempty; since W(G 1 ) = W(G 2 ), P 0 satis es validity condition 4. If G 1 becomes a child of c in P 0 , then it replaces G 2 ; since W(G 1 ) = W(G 2 ), P 0 satis es validity condition 3.
The above proof shows that a set of separated subgraphs that have identical W sets and an empty X set are equivalent and interchangeable in a strong sense:
Corollary 3.5:
Let D be a set of separated subgraphs having identical W sets and an empty X set. We can modify any valid parent relation, so that the elements of D form a chain, preserving validity. That is, one graph in D is parent of the next, is the parent of the next , and so on (for any order of the elements of D). Only the last element of the chain may have children not in D. Furthermore, we can add elements to D and preserve validity just by inserting them in the chain.
Using Corollary 3.5, we can temporarily eliminate all but one element G D of the set D and let G D represent D. If we successfully construct a valid parent relation for the remaining separated subgraphs, we can extend it to a valid relation on the whole set by replacing G D with a chain containing exactly the elements of D in some arbitrary order.
To e ciently eliminate interchangeable graphs we use a fact that follows immediately from Monma and Wei's characterization of UV graphs by separating cliques: if there exist three distinct pairwise antipodal separated subgraphs G 1 ; G 2 ; G 3 and a vertex v 2 W(G 1 ) \ W(G 2 ) \ W(G 3 ), then G is not a UV graph. Suppose jW(G i )j = r, X(G i ) = ;, and we want to nd which other graphs are interchangeable with G i . Firstly, we can restrict attention to those graphs that have a W set of size exactly r and an empty X set. Second, we can choose a vertex v 2 W(G i ) and further restrict attention to those graphs that have v in their W sets. Let G j be such a graph. Since jW(G j )j = jW(G i )j, either G i and G j are interchangeable or antipodal depending on whether their W sets are equal or incomparable. Thus we need to test only whether W(G i ) is equal to one of at most two other W sets. If there are already two other distinct W sets of the same size containing v, we can quit, knowing that G is not a UV graph. Note that this quitting provision is solely for the sake of e ciency (so we do not need to do too many tests with W(G i )) and it is highly dependent on the choice of v.
To renumber the G i graphs and temporarily eliminate interchangeable ones, we use the method below. In step 3, we implement the test for interchangeable graphs that was just described.
SORT?G i
1. Sort the graphs G 1 ; G 2 ; : : :; G s so that G i precedes G j , if jW(G i )j > jW(G j )j. Since jW(G i )j n, the sorting can be done in O(n) steps with bucketsort.
2. Among a set of G i having jW(G i )j equal, those with X(G i ) = ; go rst; others go in any order. 3. Try to reduce any set of interchangeable subgraphs to one representative, storing the full set for later use. We quit if we discover three pairwise antipodal graphs G 1 , G 2 , G 3 such that
The condensed output order is Q. For the graph G of Figure 1 , with the separated graphs G i as de ned above, Q might be G 4 ; G 1 ; G 3 ; G 2 ; G 5 ; G 6 : The order of the second and third graphs is arbitrary because they each have W sets of size 2 and empty X sets. Similarly, the order of the last three graphs is arbitrary. However, G 4 must precede G 1 because X(G 4 ) = ;, while X(G 1 ) = fbg (because K 2 \ C = fbg). Step Lemma 3.6:
If the subgraphs are renumbered by SORT?G i , then G j > G k implies j < k.
Proof:
, and we must have X(G j ) = ; by Lemma 3.4. Since the domination is proper, X(G k ) 6 = ;, and SORT?G i makes j < k.
Theorem 3.7:
Renumber the subgraphs using SORT?G i . If G is a UV graph, there is a valid parent relation P such that c; G 1 ; G 2 ; : : : is a topological ordering of P.
Proof: By Theorem 3.1, we may choose a valid parent relation P. Let G j and G k be two separated subgraphs such that G j is ancestor of G k in P. We must have G j G k by condition 2 and the transitivity of domination. Therefore W(G k ) W(G j ). If W(G k ) = W(G j ), then X(G j ) = X(G k ) = ;, by Lemma 3.4, and G j are G k interchangeable. However, the control structure of SORT?G i eliminates interchangeable graphs, so we must have jW(G j )j > jW(G j )j, and SORT?G i ensures that j < k:
Building a Valid Parent Relation
This section describes the di cult part of our path graph recognition algorithm. The algorithm can be summarized as:
1. If G has more than two cliques, nd a separating clique C. 2. Recursively test the graphs G i . If any one is not a UV graph, stop; otherwise, return a clique tree for each one. 6. Convert the parent relation into a clique tree.
If G has one or two cliques, there is no separating clique, so we directly build a clique tree with one or two nodes. This section describes step 4.
As above, suppose C is a separating clique for G. Suppose each separated subgraph G i is a UV graph and T i is a clique tree for it. We show how to nd a valid parent relation for the set i fG i g c or decide that none exists. The correctness proof is in Section 5. The proof of Theorem 3.1 shows how to build a clique tree from a valid parent relation.
Following terminology of Mo86], in any parent relation, each child of c is identi ed with a color. Each graph G j is assigned the color of its unique (not necessarily proper) ancestor that is a child of c. We write \vertex v has color G h " to mean v 2 W(G h ) and G h is a child of c. In a valid parent relation any vertex has at most two colors because of condition 3.
We process G 1 ; : : :; G s in the order produced by SORT?G i . LetĜ i be the graph induced by V (C) V 1 V 2 V i : Let We consider six di erent cases in step 3; distinguishing the cases is part of step 2. The six cases are: To distinguish between cases e and f, let the two ends for v be f 1v and f 2v . For each w 2 W(G i ), check if w has f 1v and/or f 2v as an end. If there exist x 2 W(G i ) and y 2 W(G i ) (possibly x = y), such that f 1v is not an end for x and f 2v is not an end for y, then we have case f; otherwise, we have case e. Once we nd the ends, we can decide into which case G i falls using at most 4(jW(G i )j) comparisons and constant time per comparison.
We now specify step 3 of PROCESS for the rst ve cases. For the next few pages, we assume that either G h is the only possible parent graph of G i or that of two possible parents G h has larger index. If we fail to change P so that G i can be made a child of G h , we consider changing P so that G i can be made a child of the other possible parent (if it exists), and if that fails, we try to make G i a child of c. For the second and third rearrangement attempts, we restore the parent relation to be P. Restoring P can be done by maintaining a \log" of changes. Undoing changes (in reverse) costs no more than doing them.
To make G i a child of G h and keep P valid, we have to move any descendant of G h that is antipodal to G i . We call the routine SWAP described below.
The UV graph in Figure 4 illustrates SWAP. This graph has 6 maximal cliques. The removal of C leaves 5 components with a single vertex in each. Let G i be the separated subgraph containing the two cliques C and K i . Assume the graphs are numbered as they would be by SORT?G i . G 1 falls under case a, G 2 falls under case c, G 3 and G 4 fall under case e. After processing G 4 , we may have the valid parent relation in Figure 5 .
The graph G 5 falls under case f. The only possible parent of G 5 is G 1 , but G 4 is (in Figure 5) a child of G 1 , and G 5 $ G 4 . We decide to move G 4 . The only possible parent for G 4 other than G 1 is G 2 . However, G 2 has a descendant, G 3 , that is antipodal to G 4 . We remove that descendant, and make G 4 a child of G 2 , leaving G 3 without a parent. Now observe that G 1 is a possible parent for G 3 , and G 3 j G 5 . Therefore, we make G 3 a child of G 1 . Finally, we make G 5 a child of G 1 , obtaining the parent relation in Figure 6 . The SWAP operation uses two queues and one boolean In those cases where we quit the loop in step 2 or step 3, we say that we \quit SWAP", although actually we clean up at step 6 before exiting. If we quit SWAP(G h ; G i ) and there were two possible parents for G i , then we restore the parent relation to P and try SWAP(G k ; G i ). If SWAP is unsuccessful with all possible parents, we again restore the parent relation to be P.
The last option we try to place G i is the rst one we suggested: make G i a child of c. Figure  7 shows a UV graph that illustrates this operation. This graph has 8 cliques, C; K 1 ; K 2 ; : : :; K 7 .
We number the separated graphs G i so that V 1 = fhg,V 2 = fig,V 3 = fjg,V 4 = fkg,V 5 = fl; qg,V 6 = frg, and C(G 1 ) = fC; K 1 g, C(G 2 ) = fC; K 2 g, C(G 3 ) = fC; K 3 g, C(G 4 ) = fC; K 4 g, C(G 5 ) = fC; K 5 ; K 6 g, C(G 6 ) = fC; K 7 g. Assume that this ordering is the output of SORT?G i : Figure 8 shows the valid parent relation and clique tree after G 1 ; : : :; G 5 are processed.
To rearrange P in our attempt to make G i a child of c, we use one auxiliary data structure | a bitmap called CONSOLIDATE of size s. The graphs G j for which CONSOLIDATE j] = 1 are the separated graphs containing vertices whose two colors must be consolidated, so that G i will not be a third color for any vertex. We set CONSOLIDATE 4b. The set P h := fG q 2 M j q < h; G q G h g 6 = ;
. Let G a be the graph in P h with maximum subscript. If G h is attached to any graphs in M assigned G a as intended parent, then quit.
Otherwise, make G a the intended parent of G h .
4c. If neither 4a nor 4b applies, then quit.
In step 5, we again process M in increasing order, but we consider c before the rst member of M. To process c, we formally assign c the children chosen for it in case 4a. To process G h , attempt to assign G h the children chosen for it, in case 4b. Denote the set of children from 4b by M h , and denote the children of G h not in M, by N h . Assignment of new children to G h is conceptually done in a similar manner to the way we make G i a child of G h when we never get as far as having to call NEW-END. If no member of M h is attached to any member of N h , we assign G h as parent of each member of M h without violating validity. If, however, some member of M h is attached to a member of N h , we rst try to change the parent of any o ending member, G q of N h . This is done as follows. First we test if G q 2 N h is dominated by any member of M h . If so, we change the parent of G q to be c. Otherwise if G q is attached to a member of M h it must be antipodal to that graph (G q cannot dominate that graph because G q j G i , while members of M h are attached to G i ), so we use SWAP(G h ; M h ) as above making two slight changes since the second argument is a set of pairwise unattached separated graphs dominated by G h instead of just one separated graph. Instead of testing for antipodal to G i in 1a and 3b, we test for antipodal to any member of M h ; if we succeed in moving the graphs attached to some member of M h , all members of M h get G h as their parent.
In our example from Figures 7 and 8 , the graph G 6 has no possible parents, so swaps cannot succeed. The vertex e 2 W(G 6 ) has two ends (k 1 and k 5 ) in the tree of Figure 8 , so we cannot just make G 6 a child of c. Instead, we consolidate the three separated subgraphs with e in their W sets (G 1 ; G 3 ; G 5 ) and rearrange the parent relation. The nal tree and parent relation are shown in Figure 9 . Notice that e now has only two ends, k 6 ; k 7 . When we made G 3 a child of G 1 , we moved G 2 to being a child of c because it is antipodal to G 3 :
Correctness
In this section we do the hard parts of the proof that the algorithm described in Sections 3 and 4 recognizes UV graphs. In particular we focus on step 4, nding a valid parent relation. The relationship between parent relations and clique trees and the uses of SORT?G i in steps 3 and 5 were explained in Section 3.
Remark 5.1: Invariant 4.1 holds before G 1 is processed.
Lemma 5.2:
If G i falls under one of cases a through e and Invariant 4.1 holds before we process G i , it also holds afterwards.
Proof: For Invariant 4.1, we check the four validity conditions and the sorted order condition.
We always give G i one parent, so condition 1 remains satis ed. The parent has an index smaller than i, so Q is respected. Suppose G i is made the child of G j . In selecting cases a through e, we nd an end that is f(G j ; v) for every v 2 W(G i ). By de nition of f, any other relevant clique in G j that intersects W(G i ) is on (c; f(G j ; v)) if we build the tree as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Such a clique contains W(G i ) and dominates every relevant clique in G i . Hence G j dominates G i and condition 2 is satis ed. Since f(G j ; v) is an end, G j cannot have another child with v in its W set; thus condition 4 is satis ed. In cases where we make G j a child of c, there was at most one end for every v 2 W(G i ); thus condition 3 is satis ed.
We now present a sequence of lemmas regarding case f.
Lemma 5.3:
If G i falls into case f and G h is a possible parent of G i , then G i is antipodal to a child of G h .
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, the possible parent G h dominates G i . By de nition of possible parent, no child of G h dominates G i . As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, f(G h ; v) is the same for every v 2 W(G i ). But since we are in case f, there exists an x 2 W(G i ) such that f(G h ; x) is not an end for x. This implies that G h has a child G q such that x 2 W(G q ); in particular, G i ./ G q .
Since G q is not a possible parent for G i , we know that G q does not dominate G i . Since i > q, it cannot be that G i > G q , by Lemma 3.6. The only relationship they can have is G i $ G q .
Lemma 5.4:
Suppose we are in case f and Invariant 4.1 holds. Suppose that we are trying to make G i a child of G h and we call SWAP (because G i is antipodal to a child of G h ). If we exit from SWAP successfully, then Invariant 4.1 still holds. An analogous assertion holds for using SWAP to make G i a child of G k , if G k is a second possible parent.
Proof: The proof is divided into several parts. First we show that every graph gets exactly one parent. Second we check that each parent distinct from c dominates its children (validity condition 2). Third we show that the new parent relation respects Q and induces a tree structure (condition 1). Fourth we check that each vertex has at most two colors (condition 3). Finally we check that there are no attached siblings (condition 4).
A graph may lose its parent in steps 1a1, 2d1, 2e1, 3d1, or 3e1 of SWAP. Those graphs that lose parents in 1a1 or 3d1 get a new parent in 2f, or else they never get o of SQUEUE?1, and we quit. Those graphs that lose a parent in 2d1, get a new parent in 3f. In steps 2e1 and 3e1, we immediately assign a new parent. No steps assign parents to graphs that already have a parent. Thus at the (successful) exit of SWAP each graph has exactly one parent. For the assignments in 2e1 and 3e1, we check explicitly that G j dominates its new children. For steps 2f and 3f, we check that the new parent is c or that it dominates G j . Thus validity condition 2 holds at the end of SWAP.
By Lemma 3.4, if a parent dominates its child, but has a higher index, then they have the same W set and empty X sets and are interchangeable. But SORT?G i eliminated interchangeable graphs. Thus Q is respected. Since each parent has a smaller index than its children, the directed graph induced by the new parent relation cannot have cycles, and is a tree (condition 1).
Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that we create a third color, G j , for some vertex v. G j can become a child of c only in 2f, and this happens only if G a := c in 2c. Let the other two colors be G q and G r ; one of these, say G q , must be the color of G h . G r ./ G j because v 2 W(G j ) \ W(G r ).
In step 2c, we must have checked that G r does not dominate G j , so either G j $ G r or G j > G r . If G j $ G r , then G r loses its parent, c, in 2d1, before we reach step 2f, and all the children of G r are checked too. If G j > G r , then G r gets a new parent and ceases being a color in step 2e, before we reach 2f. Thus validity condition 3 is preserved.
When G j gets a new parent G a 6 = c, we check in choosing G a that it has no children that dominate G j . Any child of G a antipodal to G j gets a new color in steps 2d or 3d. Any descendant of G a dominated by G j gets a new parent in 2e or 3e before we make G j a child of G a in 2f or 3f. Hence no two children of G a (6 = c) or of G j are attached, and condition 4 is preserved.
Lemma 5.5:
Suppose we call NEW-END in case f and P satis es Invariant 4.1. Suppose G h 2 M is chosen in step 4b of NEW-END as the parent for G j 2 M. Suppose we have not quit before processing G h in step 5 and G h has a child G k = 2 M (i.e., G k 2 N h ) such that G j ./ G k . Then either: a. G j $ G k and G k must be moved to another color, or b. G j G k , and we make G k a child of c, thereby recoloring G k and all its descendants. The parent change preserves validity.
Proof: By assumption, W(G j ) \ W(G h ) \ W(G i ) 6 = ;, and h > j > i. Therefore, in any valid parent relation respecting Q and having c as parent of G i , G j is a descendant of G h . By assumption, G j ./ G i , but G k j G i . Hence there exists w 2 W(G j ) n W(G k ), and G k cannot dominate G j . If G j $ G k (case a), then G k must be recolored, because G j and G h must have the same color. If G j and G k are not antipodal, the one remaining possibility is G j G k (so, assume this for the rest of the proof).
P is the parent relation on E i?1 at the start of NEW-END. Since G j G k but G k is not a descendant G j at step 4, G j and G k have di erent colors in P. By conditions 3 and 4 of validity any graph that is attached to G k , is not in M, and has a color di erent from G k in P is a descendant of G j in P. Hence, when we make G j the child of G h , each vertex in W(G k ) has only one color, and making G k a child of c does not violate condition 3 of validity. The other 3 conditions are not violated by a changing a parent to c. Hence Invariant 4.1 is preserved. Proof: We may quit in either step 4 or step 5 of NEW-END. We treat these separately.
Step 4. Suppose we quit while seeking a parent for G j 2 M. Since we cannot quit in case 4a, there exists G q 2 M and a vertex v such that v 2 W(G q ) \ W(G i ) and q < j. Vertex v has two colors | one is G i , and the other is an ancestor of G q . By assumption, G j cannot get the color of G i . We quit in 4b if there exists a G a 2 M with a < j that is attached to G j but does not dominate G j . Lemma 3.6 implies that G j does not dominate G a ; thus G a $ G j . By Lemma 3.2 and validity condition 4, there is no color for G j , and quitting is justi ed. We quit in case 4c if no member of M with index less than j dominates G j . Designating c as the parent of G j would give v a third color. Choosing any member of M as the parent of G j would violate validity condition 2.
Step 5. We quit only within a call to SWAP. Suppose we quit while trying to make the members of M h children of G h . We may quit in SWAP for three reasons:
1. Some G j has already been swapped once, making Case 2: G 0 h 6 = G h . Here it is possible that SWAP quits and P 0 is valid, but we construct a valid parent relation P 00 on E i that obeys Q and has c as parent of G i . Since G i has one possible parent, any graph that dominates G i is an ancestor of G h in P. Let A be the set of G h and its ancestors in P. De ne P 00 as follows:
1. The parent of G i is c.
2. If G j is a proper descendant of G h in P 0 , give G j the parent it has in P 0 . 3. If G j is a proper descendant of some G l in P 0 such that G l is a child of G 0 h in P 0 , and G l ./ G h , then G j gets the parent it has in P 0 . 4. If G j 6 = G i is a child of G 0 h in P 0 , and G j is attached to a child of G h in P 0 , then G j becomes a child of c.
5. Any G j that does not get a parent in tests 1,2,3, or 4, keeps the parent it has in P.
All elements of A are covered only by test 5, and hence keep their parents. We now check that P 00 satis es the four validity conditions and obeys the order produced by SORT?G i .
Conditions 1 and 2 and sorted order. Tests 2 and 3, and 2 and 4 are pairwise mutually exclusive because G h and G 0 h have di erent colors in P 0 . Tests 3 and 4 are mutually exclusive because test 3 concerns descendants of G 0 h that are not children, while test 4 concerns only children. Test 5 is explicitly exclusive of the other four and ensures that the tests cover all members of E i nfcg. Thus each element of E i n fcg gets exactly one parent. Any G j gets c as parent or keeps its parent from a relation respecting Q. Hence the parent of G j in P 00 is c or a graph with smaller index. Thus the directed graph on E i induced by P 00 is a tree, parents dominate their children, and P 00 respects Q.
Condition 3. Let v 2 V (C) be given. Let G l be the ancestor of G h in P 0 that is a child of c. We split into three cases: v 2 W(G i ), v 2 W(G l ) n W(G i ), and v = 2 W(G l ). First, suppose v 2 W(G i ). In P 00 , v has two colors: G i and the color of G h . Suppose that G r is a third color. G r = 2 A; thus in P 0 , G r is a descendant of G 0 h or G h . However G r ./ G i , a child of G 0 h , and r < i ruling out G 0 h . G h is ruled out by test 2; if G r were a descendant of G h , then G r would keep its parent and could not be a child of c.
Second, suppose v 2 W(G l ) n W(G i ). In P, v has at most two colors. A new color not in P can be created only by test 4. Thus a third color G r would be a child of G 0 h in P 0 and attached to a child of G h . In all three relations, one color for v is the rst graph in A; the second color in P 00 , call it G q , could only be a child of c in P and hence G q gets its parent from test 5. We derive a contradiction. Since v 2 W(G q ) and the two colors for v in P 0 are those of G h and G 0 h , G q has the same color as G h or as G 0 h in P 0 . Furthermore, G q = 2 A, so G q is a descendant of one of G h or G 0 h in P 0 . If it is a descendant of G h , then it gets its parent by test 2 (and not test 5). Now suppose G q is a descendant of G 0 h ; recall that G r is a child of G 0 h in P 0 . Since G q ./ G r , G q must be a proper descendant of G r in P 0 . Since G r is attached to a child of G h in P 0 , G h ./ G r . Combining the last two facts, we see that if G q is a descendant of G 0 h in P 0 , it gets its parent by test 3 (and not test 5). Thus G q cannot get its parent by test 5, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose v = 2 W(G l ). As above, the rst color for v is the rst graph in A; the second color G q = 2 A, is a child of c in P, and gets its parent from test 5; the third color G r = 2 A and gets its parent from test 4. We derive a contradiction. Since v = 2 W(G l ) W(G h ), G q cannot have the color of G h in P 0 , and G r cannot have the color of G h in P. Since v can have only two colors, G r has the color of G q in P, and is a descendant of G q . Thus G q G r , q < r, and W(G q ) W(G r ). By construction of test 4, and the restriction that G h dominates its children, there exists w 2 W(G r ) \ W(G h ); hence w 2 W(G q ) too, and G q is attached to a child of G h . We proved that G q cannot have the color of G h in P 0 , so G q has the the color of G 0 h by the two color rule. Since w 2 W(G 0 h ) \W(G q ) one graph must be the ancestor of the other. However, G q cannot be a proper ancestor of G 0 h because G q = 2 A, and G q cannot be a proper descendant of G 0 h (and hence of G r ) because q < r. Thus condition 3 is preserved.
Condition 4. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that G q and G r are both children of some G j , but G q ./ G r . Since P and P 0 are valid, G q and G r cannot keep their parents from the same relation. We assume without loss of generality that G q keeps its parent from P 0 and G r keeps its parent from P. Thus G q is assigned its parent in test 2 or test 3. Test 2. Here G q is a proper descendant of G h in P 0 and remains a proper descendant. Since G r and G q are siblings and condition 2 holds, we know G h ./ G r and G h ./ G q . Since G r = 2 A, it must be a descendant of either G h or G 0 h in P 0 . If G r were a descendant of G h in P 0 , it would keep its parent by test 2. If G r were a proper descendant of a child of G 0 h in P 0 , it would keep its parent by test 3. If G r were a child of G 0 h , it would become a child of c in P 00 by test 4.
Test 3. Here G q is a proper descendant of G l , and G l is a child of G 0 h in P 0 , with G l ./ G h . Since G r ./ G q , G r is a proper descendant of G h or G 0 h in P 0 . If G r were a descendant of G h , it would get its parent from P 0 by test 2. If G r were a proper descendant of a child of G 0 h , that child would be G l , and G r would keep its parent from P 0 by test 3. Otherwise, G r = G l , and G q would keep G r as an ancestor, contradicting the assumption that they are siblings.
Lemma 5.9: Suppose that after processing G i?1 , Invariant 4.1 holds, and we have a valid parent relation P on E i?1 . Suppose that G i falls into case f and has two possible parents G h and G k with k < h. Suppose that we quit in both calls to SWAP. If there is a valid parent relation for E i respecting Q, it has c as the parent of G i .
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Recall that P is the parent relation at the start of SWAP(G h ; G i ) and SWAP(G k ; G i ). Suppose that P 0 is a valid parent relation on E i , respecting Q, and that G 0 h is the parent of G i in P 0 . We split into four cases. In each case we analyze the graph D also used in the proofs of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 to prove that at least one of the two calls to SWAP should not fail. The call SWAP(G h ; G i ) can fail for three reasons:
1. Some G j has already been swapped once, making TABLE j] = TRUE, and is enqueued again (steps 2b and 3b).
2. Some G j on SQUEUE?2 is antipodal to G i , or 3. Some G j on SQUEUE?2 is not dominated by G h . The call SWAP(G k ; G i ) can fail for three analogous reasons (replace G h with G k ).
Case 1: G 0 h = G h . We claim that the call SWAP(G h ; G i ) should have exited successfully. The argument appears as the rst case of the proof of Lemma 5.8; the assumption that G i has only one possible parent is used only in the second case.
Case 2: G 0 h = G k . We claim that the call SWAP(G k ; G i ) should have exited successfully. The argument proceeds as in case 1, except that in the auxiliary graph D, we allow paths in which internal vertices are graphs dominated by G k .
Case 3: G 0 h is a proper ancestor of G k in P (hence h 0 < k). We claim that the second call SWAP(G k ; G i ) should succeed. Since G k G i and G h G i , G h ./ G k . In this case neither G k nor G h can have the color of G 0 h in P 0 . This is because P 0 obeys Q, h 0 < k < h < i, and G 0 h cannot have descendants with indices less than i attached to its child G i . Hence in P 0 , G k and G h have the same color; this implies that G k is an an ancestor of G h , which in turn implies G k G h .
Let A be the set of children of G k in P that are antipodal to G i . The members of A must have the color of G h in P 0 and they are attached to G h . Since they do not dominate G i , they cannot dominate G h , and hence G h dominates every member of A. Thus any graph put on SQUEUE?1 in step 1, is dominated by G h . Hence any graph put on SQUEUE?2 the rst time through step 2 is a descendant of G h in P. This argument can be repeated for each alternation between queues to show that every graph enqueued is dominated by G h . Since G k G h , every graph enqueued is dominated by G k , and we cannot quit for reason 3.
For the other two reasons, we consider the graph D. Although it seems natural to restrict attention to paths with all internal vertices dominated by G k , we use G h instead, since we just showed that all the graphs moved by SWAP are dominated by G h . Every graph at odd distance from a member of A (those graphs on SQUEUE?2) must have the same color as G i in P 0 , and hence no graph on SQUEUE?2 could be antipodal to G i (quitting reason 2).Every graph at even distance must have the same color as G k and G h and a color di erent from G i in P 0 . Thus no graph can be both at even distance and at odd distance (quitting reason 1). Corollary 5.12:
The algorithm described in Sections 2, 3, and 4 recognizes undirected path graphs.
Implementation Details and Running Time
The top level of the recognition algorithm described in Section 4, the routine SORT?G i , and most aspects of PROCESS should be straightforward to implement. In this section, we describe data structures that can be used for implementation, describe some subtle details of PROCESS (particularly concerning SWAP and NEW-END), and prove a bound of O(p(m + n)) on running time.
Some data structures are local to a recursive call (step 2 of the top level algorithm); unless otherwise noted, they are global. Let the vertices be numbered 1; 2; : : :; n, and let the cliques be numbered 1; : : :; p. We assume a list of cliques is computed in O(m+n) time during the preliminary chordality test. Most data structures are described with respect to a separating clique C. If G i has only two cliques, then either one may be chosen as C for these de nitions. The rst data structure is an array CMEMBERS of size p that associates with each j, 1 j p, the list of vertices in clique number j.
In step 2, we copy C to each graph G i . To avoid confusion, we assign each copy a distinct number larger than p. Each G i contains one copy of the separating clique, so the number of new clique names is at most the number of recursive calls, which we prove below is at most p?1. Clique names are between 1 and 2p ? 1 inclusive. The second data structure is an array CNAMES of size 2p ? 1 that associates with each j, 1 j 2p ? 1 the original number of the clique with name j.
The members of clique name j are in CMEMBERS CNAMES j]], but we denote this set by C j .
The third data structure is an n n array F that stores the value f(T j ; v) in entry F j; v]. If there is no graph G j or v = 2 W(G j ), then F j; v] = 0. To expedite reinitializing after each recursive call, we keep F global; each call sets the necessary entries, and then resets these entries to zero, just before exiting.
The fourth data structure is an n 2 array VCOLORS that stores the colors for vertex v. The fth data structure is an array PARENT of length n. PARENT j] is the index of the parent of G j . We use 0 as the index of c and -1 for graphs with no parent. PARENT is local.
The sixth data structure is an n n array CHILDREN. CHILDREN is local to a recursive call. Each test can be done with one connected components computation in O(m + n) time. The cost for step 1 over all calls is O(p(m + n)). As stated above, the time needed for one call to SORT?G i is O(m + n). Hence the time used by SORT?G i over all recursive calls is O(p(m + n)).
In step 5, we expand sets of equivalent graphs replacing the representative of such a set with a chain in the parent relation. This can be done in constant time per parent-child pair in the expanded parent relation by simple tree operations.
To complete a recursive call we convert a valid parent relation into a tree. Let T i be the clique tree for G i For each T i , we delete the edge incident to the node representing a copy of C in T i and insert one edge between the node c i and either c or an end in the tree for the parent of G i . The end in the parent graph can be found by consulting at most n values of f (see Lemma 6.5 below To simplify the notation, we assume for the rest of the section that there are no interchangeable separated subgraphs. Thus SORT?G i just reorders the list of separated subgraphs, but does not compress it. This assumption is reasonable since any reduction in the number of separated subgraphs just reduces the number of calls to PROCESS and hence the overall worst-case running time of such calls. The values of F, W and c i do not change while graphs in any given recursive call are processed. To reinitialize F and CHILDREN, we set to 0 each entry that was set during this call. By Remark 1.4, there are at most m + n entries set during a recursive call. By keeping a list of such entries, we can reinitialize them in constant time per entry. The queues and table used in SWAP are of size at most n. The array CONSOLIDATE used in NEW-END, is of size at most n.
We showed in Section 4 that once we found all the ends for G i we could distinguish among the six cases in O(n) tests. We now bound the number of operations needed to nd the ends.
Lemma 6.5:
Finding the ends for all vertices in W(G i ) takes 1 (m + n) operations for some constant 1 Testing whether G j j G k , or G j $ G k , or G j G k , or G k G j takes at most 3 (min(jW(G j )j; jW(G k )j) operations for some constant 3 . Furthermore, suppose that for a xed graph G i , we want to classify all the children of another graph G h that are antipodal to G i , that dominate G i or are dominated by G i . This classi cation can be done in 4 (jW(G i )j) operations, for some constant 4 .
Proof: (For the rst part) suppose without loss of generality that jW(G j )j jW(G k )j and j < k. These are the children of G h attached to G i . For each child G k do the tests almost as above with G i in the role of G j . The only di erence is that as soon as we nd a single vertex in W(G k ) n W(G i ), we do no more membership tests in this direction because G i cannot dominate G k . Instead we reverse their roles and do the membership tests in the other direction. If neither W set is contained in the other, the graphs are antipodal. To bound the running time, the key observation is that the W sets for the di erent children are disjoint. Thus we never do two successful membership tests for any vertex v. There are at most two unsuccessful tests per child G k ; these can be unambiguously charged to the probe of CHILDREN that found a vertex shared by W(G i ) and W(G k ).
The next Lemma gives some insight into how one can implement SWAP e ciently. It applies both to direct calls and to calls from within NEW-END. For any graph G j such that j < i and G j is not a child of c in P, let G P(j) denote the parent of G j in P.
Lemma 6.8:
Suppose we have called SWAP with rst argument G h . Let D h be the set of proper descendants of G h in P. If G j 2 D h is put on SQUEUE?1, then either P(j) = h or G P(j) was on SQUEUE?1 before G j .
Proof: For simplicity of notation, we assume SWAP was called with second argument G i . The it is antipodal to a former proper descendant of G h , call it G r . By Lemma 6.8, any graphs that started SWAP as ancestors of G r and proper descendants of G h already have a new color. Thus the new parent of G j must be either G h or a graph that had a di erent color at the beginning of SWAP. Let the set of such graphs, that now are proper descendants of G h be B. Because of the two colors per vertex rule, if G j ./ G l , for G l 2 B, then G j and G l had the same color in P. Since P is valid, G j cannot be antipodal to a member of B. Thus we do not actually need the parent-child relationships among members of B until the end of SWAP. For the purposes of antipodality tests against non-members of B, we pretend that G j gets G h as a parent and test G j against proper descendants of G h that started with the same color as G h and whose P parents have already been swapped. The proper descendants of G h in P may be put on SQUEUE-1. However, we do not actually assign a parent to G j or change the parents of original descendants of G h unless they are antipodal to G j or their parent gets enqueued. The next Lemma states that once SWAP is completed, we can nd the correct parents and children for all members of B in O(m + n) time.
Lemma 6.9:
Suppose we call SWAP with rst argument G h . Let B be the set of graphs put on SQUEUE?2 during the call, and assume we implement step 3 as described above. It is possible to assign a parent to every member of B and to change the parents of some descendants of G h in P, so that Invariant 4.1 is preserved, and the assignments take 5 (m + n) operations for some constant 5 .
Proof: We proved above that no two members of B can be antipodal, and that every member of B either gets a parent in B or gets G h as parent. We sort the members of B using SORT?G i again.
We use an array END indexed on V (G), such that END v] is the highest index of a graph in B that already has a parent and also has v in its W set. Initially all END entries are 0. For each G r 2 B in increasing order of r, followed by all current children of G h (recall that these may be attached to members of B), nd t = max v2W(G r ) (END v]). If t = 0, then make G r a child of G h . Otherwise, make G r a child of G t . In either case, update the END entries for vertices in W(G r ).
The work for each G r can be done in time proportional to jW(G r )j. The call to SORT?G i takes O(m + n) time. By Lemma 6.3, the total time is 5 (m + n) for some constant 5 . Lemma 6.10:
A call to SWAP takes 6 (m + n) operations, for some constant 6 .
Proof: By Lemma 6.7, each antipodality test for G j in step 1 can be done in time proportional G j such that v 2 W(G j ) and G j is on one of the queues at some time during the call. The proof of Lemma 6.9 shows that except for a constant amount of overhead, all operations in SWAP can be charged to pairs (G j ; v), where v 2 W(G j ) and v is a moving vertex.
We claim that in any call to NEW-END any vertex can be moving in at most 3 successful calls to SWAP. At most one SWAP call is unsuccessful, since such a call causes us to quit NEW-END. A vertex v can be moving for two reasons. The rst is that v 2 W(G q ), G q 2 N h and we are about to place the children of G h that are in M h . Because P is valid, this cannot happen for two di erent choices of the rst argument to SWAP that have the same color in P (G q Proof: This follows from Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.10, and 6.11.
